World of Winterfur
The Calendar
Days of the Week:

	Days in the Midlands region of the Winterfur world last 24 hours long, each hour consisting of 60 minutes of 60 seconds each.  Seven days make up a week.  As in our world, the days are related to the Sun, Moon, or one of the five visible planets.  In converting the day names to English, the names of roughly equivalent real world gods and goddesses have been used as a baseline, as detailed below.


Days		Real World Equivalent			Real Life God/Goddess			
Sämasday 		Sunday				Shamash	(Akkadian)	sun
Chaníday 		Monday				Chang'e		(Chinese)	moon
Päwetday 		Tuesday				Wepwawet	(Egyptian)	war
Ganday	 		Wednesday			Ganesha		(Hindu)		wisdom
Ükisday	 		Thursday			Ukko		(Finnish)	thunder
Astéday	 		Friday				Astarte		(Semitic)	love
Rongéday 		Saturday			Rongo		(Maori)		harvest


Notes on the gods and goddesses:
Shamash – Sun god of the Akkadian, Assyrian, and Babylonian pantheons and also the god of justice for Assyria
			and Babylonia.
Chang'e – Moon goddess of China.  Accompanied by a rabbit mixing the elixir of immortality.  An analogue exists
			in the Winterfur world.
Wepwawet – A war god of Egypt.  Originally portrayed as a wolf or a wolf-headed human, but later sometimes
			mistaken for a jackal with a white color.  Corresponds to the Norse Tyr for Tuesday.
Ganesha – Deva of intellect and wisdom of the Hindu pantheon.  Appears as an elephant with four arms and is
			considered the "Opener of Ways".  Corresponds to the Norse Oden for Wednesday.
Ukko – Weather god of Finnish and Estonian myth and the equivalent of the Greek Zeus or the Norse Thor with hints
			of Oden.  His lightning symbol resembles a snake with a saw-tooth pattern on its back.
			Corresponds to Thor for Thursday.
Astarte – Fertility and love goddess from the Eastern Mediterranean who later developed into many well-known
			goddesses including the Babylonian Ishtar and the Greek Aphrodite among others.  Has
			long been associated with Friday and the planet Venus.  Corresponds to the Norse Frigg for
			Friday.
Rongo – God of cultivated food for the Māori and brother to the god of uncultivated food.  Corresponds to the
			Roman Saturn for Saturday.


Notes:
	As can be expected from being the equivalent of our Sunday, Sämasday is a day of worship and rest for most people in the Midlands, although there are groups who prefer Astéday or Rongéday instead, just as some real world groups use Friday or Saturday.
 	As noted above, an equivalent to Chang'e exists in the Winterfur world, as seen in Moon Rabbit.  There, she is the rabbit instead of merely accompanying one.  She is often described as wearing jade-colored robes and her fur of multiple shades of gray gently glows with a faint, pale light.  Of the other gods and goddesses mentioned above, nothing is known yet.


Months of the Year:

	The Winterfur world has one moon similar in size and appearance to our own with a sidereal period of approximately 28-29 days.  This gives one 365-day calendar year 12 months.  Lunar calendars typically insert a 13th month every few years in order to keep the months properly aligned with the year.
 	The Imperial calendar created during the Empire of the Great Phoenix, Pax, is a solar calendar with dates fixed to the solstices and equinoxes.  Because of Pax's longevity (she regenerated every 500 years and had already lived for several thousand years at her assassination), she had already noted several discrepancies calendars developed over time and had corrections built into the Imperial calendar, including the timing of when leap days should be included or not included in the calendar.  The months are as follows.  (Please note that the names of months have yet to be established.  When they are, this document will be updated as appropriate.)


Months			Real World Equivalent			Number	Meaning
			      (Approximate)			of Days			
				January				30		snow
				February			30		rain
				March				31		wind
				April				30		germination
				May				30		flowering
				June				31		pasture
				July				31		harvest
				August				30		heat
				September			31		fruit
				October				30		vintage
				November			30		fog
				December			31		frost
				Leap Day			1		"bissextus"


Notes:
	Although the names of the months are as yet undetermined, their meanings are the same as those of the French Revolutionary calendar as named by poet Fabre d'Eglantine.  The exact timing of Leap Day has yet to be determined, possibly occurring every three to four years.  "Bisexxtus" is the Latin name for Leap Day, as it was essentially a doubling of the sixth day  before the first of March (February 24; the six days included both February 24 and March 1).  The name of the Winterfur world's Leap Day is undetermined and might simply be "Leap Day".
	Winterfur months do not directly correspond their Gregorian equivalents.  Rather, they start a week and a half earlier so that the last day of the 31-day third, sixth, ninth, and twelfth months fall on or near one of the equinoxes or solstices.  Originally, these were intercalary days and not part of any month or week.  However, over time, they were incorporated into the previous months although they were considered holidays and extra days of the weekend.


Sprínday			Spring Equinox		
Sumsday			Summer Solstice		
Ätumésday			Autumnal Equinox	
Wintäsday			Winter Solstice		



On the Numbering of Years:

	Years are traditionally reckoned from the founding of Pax's empire.  These are off from real world Western reckoning by roughly 600 to 700 years, although technological and cultural development does not match ours exactly.  Relevant dates are as follows.  All dates are RMP (Regnum Magnae Phoenigis – Reign of the Great Phoenix) and will be updated as appropriate.

2130 –	Jaiken (weasel) born to Antenius of Albes (weasel), second of two sons to his first wife who dies not long after.

2132 –	Antenius marries Jasmine (weasel) three months into her pregnancy of their first child.
	Baksrit (weasel) born in mid-autumn to Antenius and Jasmine, first of three daughters.

2133 –	Deidrei (squirrel) born in mid- to late spring to Diana Bekka Leafbright (squirrel) of the Treetop Artemins.

2142 –	Baksrit apprenticed to the wizard Solomon (human).

2143 –	A spell backfires, severely injuring Baksrit at the very end of the year.  She enters a depression and nearly
			starves to death.

2144 –	In mid-spring, five months after her accident, Baksrit begins regaining her spellcasting abilities in an encounter
			with a kappa, and returns to Solomon the following month.  It takes over a year for her to
			completely recover.

2149 –	The events of How Deidrei Saved Easter (mid-spring) and Moon Rabbit (early summer) occur.

2151 –	Baksrit becomes a journeyman wizard.  A month later, she meets Deidrei who is still grieving over the death of
			her friend and lover, Lori (ring-tailed lemur).  They become friends (but not lovers), leading
			to Deidrei leaving the village with Baksrit to gain experience with the outside world.

2152 –	The events of Coyote Folksongs and The Woodcarver's Geis occur in mid-spring as part of a larger adventure.
	The events of Do Unto Me occur in summer as a result of Baksrit and Deidrei's adventure.



